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Abstract. A high adaptable middleware has been an essential platform to 
provide more flexible services for multimedia, mobile, and ubiquitous 
applications in ubiquitous computing environments. In addition, the persistent 
services of these application systems and their middleware in ubiquitous 
computing are required so that they can be aware of the frequent and 
unpredictable changes in users’ requirements as well as environmental 
conditions and adapt their behavioural changes. However, current approaches 
for supporting adaptability have made applications themselves trigger and 
execute an adaptive mechanism when the underling infrastructure notifies them 
about any changes. In this paper, we propose a novel component-based context-
adaptive model for context-awareness middleware to support efficiently 
dynamic adaptation of application services. We also demonstrate the current 
implementation of the context-adaptive middleware that help applications to 
adapt their ubiquitous computing environments according to rapidly changing 
contexts such as user-specific preferences, application-specific preferences, and 
low-level configurations. 

1   Introduction 

Ubiquitous computing allows application developers to build a large and complex 
distributed system that can transform physical spaces into computationally active and 
intelligent environments [2]. Ubiquitous applications need a middleware that can 
detect and act upon any context changes created by the result of any interactions 
between users, applications, and surrounding computing environment for applications 
without users’ interventions [1]. The context-awareness has become the one of core 
technologies for application services in ubiquitous computing environment and been 
considered as the indispensable function for ubiquitous computing applications. In 
order to provide context-awareness services, underlying platforms in ubiquitous 
computing should be able to recognize contextual changes so that applications use 
contexts for evaluating new environments and finding an appropriate action by the 
result of evaluation for these changes.  
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Previous context-awareness researches have been mainly focusing on the location 
change of users or devices in context-awareness related fields [1,6]. In ubiquitous 
computing environment, however, devices or software services can be added to or 
removed from the system at anytime, and also contexts or preferences of users are 
changing frequently. Thus, the mobile applications are expected to be capable of 
adapting their behaviors to ensure they can continue to offer the best possible level of 
service to their users. The required level of a system’s adaptation can be ranged from 
the operating system up to the application level. 

Supporting high adaptability is an essential requirement for ubiquitous computing 
systems because the ubiquitous computing environments is highly dynamic, and 
characterized by frequent and unpredictable changes in different contexts. More 
generally, the adaptation can be applied to a wide range of aspects at different levels 
of the system. These include the communications aspects as well as several issues 
such as allocating resources to the set of activities and external services currently 
being used. Thus, this adaptation should be driven by awareness of a wide range of 
issues including its communication performance, resource usage, location, cost, and 
preference [3]. The extreme emphasis on adaptation at specific level can cause some 
problems, for example, the adaptation at the operating system level can serious affect 
on its integrity and performance. In opposite case, leaving all adaptations to the 
application level would impose a heavy burden on application programmers.  

The current approach for supporting adaptable services or applications is based on 
the classic layered architectural model where adaptation is provided at the various 
layers (data link, network, transport or application layers) in isolation [4]. Due to the 
very limited information being shared across protocol layers, adaptation strategies are 
uni-dimensional – i.e. they only consider one parameter at a time – and often are 
leading to unsatisfactory results [5]. Another limitation of current approaches is that 
applications themselves are responsible for triggering and executing adaptive 
mechanism when the underling infrastructure notifies them about any changes [6].  

In this paper, we present a novel adaptive model for context-awareness middleware 
framework that can overcome the current limitations and support persistence services 
that allow mobile applications to operate well balanced adaptations level between 
system and application, and customize the adaptation services for contextual changes. 
We also describe a component-based context-adaptive model to manage dynamic 
adaptation in contextual changes. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 proposes a component-based framework to support adaptability for mobile 
agents. In section 3 we explain our conceptual context-adaptive model and component 
model for ubiquitous computing. Section 4 shows how adaptations are triggered by a 
policy and explain the detail implementations for audio service for PDA users. 
Section 5 concludes our research results and discusses future works. 

2   A Context-Adaptive Model 

2.1   Definition and Classification of Context 

A term called context has different meaning, and is used extensively. Meaning of a 
context has been used in many various research fields such as operating systems, 
programming language, artificial intelligences, and natural language processing. 
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Moreover, the meaning of context in a user interface design is very different from 
those areas. It, however, has been agreed on that a context is the key concept for 
mobile application systems in ubiquitous computing, although it is differently 
understood from and used by other various fields.  

In this paper, we define contexts as environmental information that may cause to 
activate adaptation mechanisms and as requirements of users or applications. We 
classify contexts into two levels: high-level and low-level context in Figure 1. The 
high-level contexts include the preference of users and applications. The preference is 
the explicit requirements about resources and quality of services. The resources 
preference is a use degree of resources that are requested by users or applications. The 
quality of service preference includes display elements such as resolution, a frame 
rate, and users’ security requirements. The low-level contexts are subdivided into the 
user configuration and resources configuration. The user configuration consists of 
users’ device, location, time. The resource configuration is systems’ memory size, 
computing power, and network bandwidth.  

Current existing other research efforts have considered the user preference as a 
kind of the information that a user would like to get information or contents, and can 
be used to supply appropriate information to the user through filtering by similarity 
measurement. However, we take into consideration of characteristics of ubiquitous 
computing, and we define the user preference as ‘the explicit requirements for 
contexts’ in order to adapt dynamically delivery of services when context changes are 
occurred. 
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Fig. 1. Classification of context 

2.2   Conceptual Model 

2.2.1   Adaptation 
Our context-adaptive model defines several elements for supporting context-
awareness and adaptation methods. The detail relationships between elements of the 
context-adaptive model are shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Adaptation model 

As shown in Figure 2, both the user preference and the application preference are 
considered as the explicit requirements for the usage of resources. We number the 
associative relationship between these preferences in order to decide on how to 
provide application services that can maximize satisfaction of user requirements. The 
configuration information includes a user’s device types, locations, time, resources, 
context of user devices, and adaptation policies that specify association rules between 
contextual changes of resources and application service behaviours. In our model, the 
adaptation method reflects preference and configurations, and satisfies user 
requirements that have user environments to be safe and operational. 

Fig. 3. Application service model 
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2.2.2   Application Service 
Our application service model emphasizes on individual behaviours that compose 
application services, and establish details related to application service offering as 
shown in Figure 3. 

An application service is the abstract concept of a task to be performed, and can be 
expressed with the description about a name and functions. The functionality of task 
is realized by service behaviours that can be composed of operations or methods that 
are invoked by an agent. In this model, an application consists of application services, 
adaptation polices and preference for users and services. The adaptation polices in an 
application are used for the context adaptation. 

3   Dynamic Context-Adaptation 

3.1   Adaptation Policy 

The adaptation policy is a set of rules for changing application service behaviors with 
respect to different contexts, and is a key feature for the triggered adaptation. The 
triggered adaptation does not depend on only the notification mechanism from an 
underlying system as a voluntary adaptation way of an application about a context.  It 
depends upon the self and dynamic detection for changes in an application behavior 
according to contextual changes or an application’s needs related to controlling an 
adaptation process.  

To support context-awareness, it is required to process low-level tasks including 
periodic monitoring and detection of changes. A middleware can conceal the 
complexity with carrying out this task, and can decrease a burden of application 
developer. However, applications should inform a middleware about which a service 
should be adapted, and which a behavior should be triggered for each specific context 
when applications are being instantiated because it is difficult for a middleware to 
predict various changes of each context in requirements of an application.  

 

Fig. 4. Adaptation policy hierarchy 
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As shown in Figure 4, the adaptation policy describes important information for 
application services, required configuration in offering services, and behaviors to be 
triggered when certain context changes occur. A middleware would decide which rule 
is to apply for service delivery in current context using adaptation policy when 
application service is requested. 

BehaviorSelection() 
Upriori� ∅
Spriori� ∅
Max �  0  
Cost �  0  
// compute prirority of preference 
for all UserPreference  

Upriori�  Upriori�  Priority(UserPreference)  
for k �  1 to numberOfBehavior  

for all AppServicePreference  
Spriori[k] �  Spriori[k] �  Priority(AppServicePreference)  

for k �  1 to numberOfBehavior  
//compute the distance matrix Md,
for all x �  Upriori and i �  1 to numberOfPreferenceItem  

for y �  Spriori[k] and j �  1 to numberOfPreferenceItem  
Md[i,j] �  (x - y)  

//compute the weight matrix Mw

for i �  1 to numberOfPreferenceItem  
for j �  i to numberOfPreferenceItem  

Mw[i,j] �  wij

Mw[j,i] �  wji

//compute matrix Mc

for all p �  Upriori and i �  1 to numberOfPreferenceItem  
for j �  1 to numberOfPreferenceItem  

Mc[i] �  Mw[i,j] / � Mw[i,j] � p
//compute cost function  
for i �  1 to numberOfPreferenceItem  

Cost � � Mc[i]  
//select candidate behavior  
if(Max �  Cost) then  

Max �  Cost  
// Behavior with the maximum cost 

candidateBehavior �  Behavior  

return candidateBehavior  

Fig. 5. High level adaptation for the behavior selection 
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3.2   Adaptation Method 

With triggered-adaptation, we support an application adaptation for context changes; 
context-changes trigger adaptation. The way of adaptation is carried out when an event 
is driven by applications. Applications can dynamically change the set of possible 
behaviors, as well as the associations between these behaviors and their corresponding 
enabling contexts, in order to cope with varying application needs and unpredicted 
context conditions. For the adaptation, we propose behavior decision algorithm that is 
composed of behavior selection algorithm and behavior mediation algorithm. 

3.2.1   Behavior Selection 
Generally mobile users would require higher QoS as possible with the minimal 
resource consumption, because mobile devices have the limited computing and 
network resources. At the selection stage, the adaptation manager in middleware 
measures the fitness of application to user requirements for regulating the tradeoff of 
these two objectives. The following describes our high-level adaptation: behavior 
selection (See Fig. 5). Firstly, the adaptation manager performs the ranking 
computation to get priority of preference, and then compute the distance matrix ��.
Each element ��������represents interval between user’s preference and application’s 
preference. Based on ��, the weight matrix �

�
 is calculated, which represents how 

much A is preferred than B. In the current work, we use experimental values for the 
preferred degree,�

��
. The cost matrix is �

�
 computed from �

�
, to valuate the fitness of 

application service behavior. Hence, the behavior with the maximum cost is selected 
as the candidate behavior. 

BehaviorMediation(candidateBehavior)  
minCost � �
Solution � ∅
if all CurrentConfig �  upperBound(candidateBehavior)  
   and CurrentConfig �  lowerBound(candidateBehavior) then  

adaptiveBehavior �  candidateBehavior  
else

//find Behaviors satisfy CurrentConfig  
for all Behavior except CandidateBehavior  

if all CurrentConfig �  upperBound(Behavior)  
        and CurrentConfig �  lowerBound(Behavior) then  

Solution �  Solution �  Behavior  
for all Behavior �  Solution  

for all Config �  Policy(Behavior)  
mediationCost � |median([upperBound-lowerBound])  
                    -CurrentConfig|  
if minCost �  mediationCost then  
   minCost �  mediationCost  
adaptiveBehavior �  Behavior  

return adaptiveBehavior 

Fig. 6. Low-level adaptation for the behavior mediation 
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3.2.2   Behavior Mediation 
To execute the candidate behavior selected at the previous stage, the current 
configuration should support this behavior. On this mediation phase, we examine the 
current configuration of user’s device and then decide whether the candidate behavior 
can be executed or not. The following describes low-level adaptation: behavior 
mediation (See Fig. 6). 

If the candidate behavior is not suitable for current conditions, the adaptation 
manager should find another behavior to adapt. In the other words, if the middleware 
has more than one behavior whose upper threshold and lower threshold satisfying 
current condition, the middleware compute mediationCost to select the behavior with 
the minimum cost as the adaptive behavior. 

4   Implementation 

We now present our current implementation of the context-adaptive middleware. We 
have implemented middleware engine and metadata server in Java using jdk 1.4.2 and 
MySQL 4.0. At this stage, we have demonstrated audio service for PDA users. 

Figure 7 represents an overview of our system architecture. Configuration Manager 
receives configuration information from sensor nodes whenever user configurations 
are changed. Adaptation Manager performs the behaviour decision process using 
context information; preferences and configurations. Execution Manager maintains 
binding information of behaviors to execute services. When an adaptive behavior is 
selected in the result of the behavior decision, Execution Manager binds behavior 
objects to provide mobile users with their application services. Communication 
Manager is responsible for exchanging XML messages to store or retrieve metadata. 

Context-Adaptive Middleware

User
ManagerC

om
m

u
n

ication
M

an
ager

Metadata
Server

Configuration
Manager

MetaDB

Metadata
Manager

Adaptation Manager
Behavior Decision

Behaviour Selection

Behaviour Mediation

Execution
Manager

Policy

Application
Manager

Configuration
Manager

Core Engine

Application

Fig. 7. Context-Adaptive Middleware Architecture 
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(a ) (b ) (c )

Fig. 8. View of Implementation Results. (a) Service Selection, (b) Preference Setting, (c) 
Service screen. 

In Figure 8, there are shown three kinds of implementation results. Figure 8(a) shows 
the interface of service selection and Figure 8(b) shows the interface of preference 
setting for user requirement. The screen in Figure 8(c) shows the loading of contents to 
support an application service by managing of the context-awareness middleware. 

5   Conclusions and Future Work 

The context awareness is the essential technology that middleware must be equipped 
with in the ubiquitous environment where various computing unit are connected 
through a various types of network in order to provide continuous service to a user. 
Therefore, the middleware for applications in the ubiquitous computing environments 
should easily acquire context information from various context sources and should 
provide service adapted to context changes.  

In this paper, we defined a context itself and described the design of context-adaptive 
model based on component for applications in ubiquitous environments. The context 
adaptive model can support dynamic adaptation for mobile users and applications using 
the context such as high-level and low-level information. We proposed a policy-based 
adaptation method using mobile agents in context-awareness middleware. The 
adaptation policies can be specified by the user-specific and application-specific 
priorities on a user’s preference to applications and quality of services, and an 
application’s resource requirements. The implementation of our adaptive middleware 
framework is currently ongoing, focusing on supporting context-aware mobile 
applications. In the future work, we intend to develop adaptive middleware services and 
management mechanism for context information. The adaptive model will be used for a 
contents rendering function that is a part of context-awareness middleware. 
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